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ABSTRACT: Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) is widely applied in 
industries due to its cost efficiency and capability to fabricate complex 
geometrical part. However, the main issues in FDM technology are the 
fabricated part strength and printing time. Therefore, this study aims to 
examine the FDM printing parameter to obtain the optimum tensile strength 
and printing time. Three most important parameters of layer thickness, nozzle 
diameter and printing velocity were studied to assess the tensile strength and 
processing time. Taguchi and PCR-TOPSIS methods were employed to 
evaluate the multi-response optimization problem. The tensile strength of 
FDM printed specimen was determined according to ASTM D638 while the 
processing time was computed from slicing software. From the results, the 
optimal parameter setting was achieved at 1.0mm nozzle diameter, 0.39mm 
layer thickness and 50mm/s printing velocity. In addition, printing velocity 
plays an important role toward the strength and printing time of FDM 
fabricated products followed by nozzle diameter and layer thickness.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) is one of the widely used 3D 
printing technique in additive manufacturing (AM) to fabricate 
prototype and functional parts since it was introduced in early 1990 [1]. 
The printing is perform using a heated extruder system to heat 
thermoplastic feedstock material in filament form up to a temperature 
above its melting point. The melted material is then extruded through 
a nozzle and deposited on a moving platform layer by layer from 
bottom to top in an orderly manner to construct 3D models as 
illustrated in Figure 1 [2]. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of FDM technique 
 
The FDM technique has significant advantages compare to other AM 
techniques including low maintenance cost, great simplicity, flexible 
material handling and wide variety of materials [2-3]. Although there 
are issues of poor surface roughness and inferior mechanical 
properties, the main drawback of FDM technique is low construction 
speed which relatively longer building time compare to other AM 
techniques such as selective laser sintering (SLS) and stereolithography 
(SLA) [1, 4] . Since, the reduction of product development cycle time is 
a major concern in industries, optimization of mechanical properties 
and construction speed is crucial to extend the application of FDM 
technology in industries [4-5].  
 
The quality and printing time of FDM-produced product are greatly 
influenced by various process parameters such as printing velocity, 
layer thickness, raster orientation and infill percentage [6-7]. Although 
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extensive studies on analyzing and optimizing the FDM printing 
parameters have been carried out to obtain desirable outcome, most of 
the optimization studies were focused on improving single part’s 
quality [8–10]. In this regard, Miazio [11] found that the increased of 
FDM printing velocity reduced the mechanical strength of the printed 
product. In other studies, the minimum processing time was achieved 
by increasing the layer thickness and feed rate to optimize the 
mechanical properties [7, 11]. The printing layer thickness is relatively 
related to the diameter of the printing nozzle which plays an important 
role in building time. It was reported that the nozzle diameter and layer 
thickness were the most significant factors on build time, tensile 
strength, and surface roughness of FDM printing products [12-13].  
However, these important printing parameters are required to have 
thorough optimization analysis since most of the previous research 
examined each parameter in separate analysis. 
 
In previous optimization studies, Taguchi method was widely used to 
determine optimal printing parameter. It is recognized as an efficient 
approach that improves the quality of the fabricated product [14-15]. 
However, the method is limited to single-response optimization and 
not suitable for optimizing multi-response problem. This is crucial 
because the 3D printing parameter optimization require more than one 
quality response [16]. The combination of Taguchi method, and Process 
Capability Ratio (PCR) and Technique for Order Performance by 
Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) also known as PCR-TOPSIS were 
recognized as an efficient approach to perform the optimization of 3D 
printing parameter for multi-response problem [16-17].  
 
Although the 3D printing parameters have been investigated, the 
studies were mainly focused to achieve either maximum mechanical 
strength or minimum printing time [9–11]. While adjusting the printing 
parameters could speed up the printing process, it also effected the 
strength of the printed component [18-19]. Therefore, this study aims 
to examine the FDM printing parameters to obtain the optimum tensile 
strength and printing time using PCR-TOPSIS optimization method.  
 
2.0 METHODOLOGY 

 

In this study, three FDM printing parameters of nozzle diameter, layer 
thickness and printing velocity were considered to be the controlled 
printing parameters. Each parameter was tested at three different levels as 
shown in Table 1. Generally, most of the research were conducted using 
0.4 mm nozzle diameter since it is the standard size installed in the 
commercial FDM 3D printers [18, 20]. The application of larger nozzle 
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diameter may allow for higher layer thickness and greatly reduce the total 
printing time. This study focused on the nozzle diameter above 0.4mm 
where the maximum layer thickness was set not to exceed 80% of the 
nozzle diameter and no restricted limit for the minimum layer height 
thickness [21]. The layer thickness was investigated from 0.3mm up to 
0.48mm which was the maximum layer thickness for the 0.6mm nozzle 
diameter. Meanwhile, the printing velocity parameter was based on the 
recommendation from the material technical data between 30mm/s to 
50mm/s. The Taguchi method was employed for the optimization study 
where the controlled parameters were arranged according to the Taguchi 
L9 orthogonal array as shown in Table 2. The tensile strength and 
processing time were evaluated for each experiment. 
 

Table 1: FDM printing parameters testing levels 

Printing parameter 
Levels 

1 2 3 
Nozzle diameter (mm) 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Layer thickness(mm) 0.3 0.39 0.48 
Printing velocity (mm/s) 30 40 50 

 
Table 2: Taguchi L9 orthogonal array  

Experiment No. 
Control Factors 

Nozzle diameter Layer thickness Printing velocity 
1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 2 
3 1 3 3 
4 2 1 2 
5 2 2 3 
6 2 3 1 
7 3 1 3 
8 3 2 1 
9 3 3 2 

 
2.1 Specimen Preparation 

 
The 3D model of the specimen was constructed using SolidWorks 
software according to ASTM D638 Type IV tensile specimen as shown 
in Figure 2. The model was saved as standard triangulation language 
(STL) format and then exported to IdeaMaker slicing software to 
convert into G-code file which was readable by the 3D printing 
machine. Three specimens (n=3) were prepared for each experiment of 
printing combination parameters shown in Table 3. The specimens 
were printed using Raise3D Pro2 Plus 3D printing machine with 
polyamide (PA) material manufactured by Polymaker. All the 
specimens were printed at 100% infill percentage while the nozzle and 
heat bed temperatures were at 260°C and 70°C, respectively. The 
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printing time was obtained from the slicing software for further 
analysis. During the printing process, PA feedstock filament was kept 
in a heating chamber at 70°C to inhibit the material from absorbing 
moisture as PA is highly hydrophobic. Upon completion, the 
specimens were stored inside dry cabinet at 40% humidity and room 
temperature for at least 48 hours prior to the testing process. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Dimension of testing specimen according to ASTM D638 

 
Table 3: Combination of printing parameter for each experiment 

Experiment 
No. 

Control factors 
Nozzle diameter (mm) Layer thickness (mm)  Printing velocity (mm/s) 

1 0.6 0.3 30 
2 0.6 0.39 40 
3 0.6 0.48 50 
4 0.8 0.3 40 
5 0.8 0.39 50 
6 0.8 0.48 30 
7 1.0 0.3 50 
8 1.0 0.39 30 
9 1.0 0.48 40 

 
2.2 Tensile Test 

 
The tensile tests were conducted according to ASTM D638 using 
Shimazu AGS-X Universal Testing Machine under the laboratory 
condition with temperature 25 ± 2ºC and relative humidity of 55 ± 10%. 
The specimens were aligned at the axis of the center of the grip head 
and tighten firmly to prevent the slippage of the specimens during the 
test. The crosshead movement rate and the nominal strain rate at the 
start of the test are set at 5mm/min and 0.1mm/mm·min, respectively. 
The test was conducted until the specimen was loaded to failure and 
the value for tensile strength was recorded. The condition of the 
specimens before and after the tensile testing are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Specimens before and after the tensile test 

 
2.3  Taguchi and PCR-TOPSIS Analysis 
 
The Taguchi method was employed to compute the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) of the tensile strength and printing time. SNR was utilized 
to describe the relative contributions of the true signal and the 
background noise. It is essential to measure the reliability of the 
received data and channel quality [22]. Based on the Taguchi method, 
two equations were applied to compute the SNR [23]. Equation (1) was 
used to obtain the response in a condition where smaller response 
produced better result. In contrary, Equation (2) was used to obtain the 
response when greater response contributed to a better result. 
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where i
jy  = observed data for the jth response at the ith trial. 

          n  = number of replications. 
 
Following the SNR analysis, the optimum solution for multi-response 
of FDM printing parameter was determined using the PCR-TOPSIS 
method. The SNR was initially converted into dimensionless PCR to 
examine whether the printing parameters were capable to produce 
satisfying results [16].  Equation (3) shows the PCR of SNR in the jth 
response at the ith trial. 
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Subsequently, TOPSIS was computed from the PCR of SNR to identify 
the relative closeness of each trial to the ideal solution. In TOPSIS, the 
preferred alternative was the one closest to the positive ideal solution 
and furthest away from the negative ideal solution [16]. Equation (6) 
demonstrates the preference value, Si which gives the relative closeness 
of given alternative with ideal solution. 
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where 
+id and 

−id are the distance of ith trial from the positive and 
negative ideal solution respectively given as 
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Tensile Strength and Printing Time 
 
The tensile strength and printing time for each experiment were 
tabulated in Table 4. Based on the results, the tensile strength was 
obtained ranging from 50.857 MPa to 65.786 MPa with 23% difference 
compared to maximum tensile strength. The maximum tensile strength 
was achieved in the Experiment 1 where the nozzle diameter was 
0.6mm with the layer thickness set at 0.3mm and printing velocity of 
30mm/s. It was also reported that higher tensile strength could be 
obtained using smaller nozzle diameter and thinner layer thickness [6, 
24]. This is mainly due to the better adhesion between layers where 
smaller micro voids were produced between layers and created higher 
inter-layer bond. In addition, lower printing velocity provided better 
bonding time with the previous layer which will exhibit stronger fusion 
between layers and increased the tensile strength [11].  
 

Table 4: Tensile strength and printing time of each experiment 
Experiment 

No. 
 

Tensile strength (MPa) Printing 
time 

(minutes) 
1 2 3 Average Standard 

deviation 

1 66.215 65.694 65.447 65.786  0.392  65.47  
2 57.987 55.881 58.384 57.417  1.345  40.53  
3 58.755 58.712 55.966 57.811  1.598  31.47  
4 52.631 57.182 59.689 56.501  3.578  41.17  
5 48.685 51.148 52.738 50.857  2.042  27.48  
6 62.169 68.153 66.585 65.636  3.103  35.05  
7 54.048 59.345 56.161 56.518  2.667  29.47  
8 60.190 61.354 60.248 60.597  0.656  31.98  
9 62.242 66.043 64.757 64.347  1.933  23.45  

 
Meanwhile, the printing time was obtained from 23.45 minutes to 65.47 
minutes with 179% difference compared to minimum printing time. 
The minimum printing time was observed in Experiment 9 due to its 
large nozzle diameter, high layer thickness and moderate printing 
velocity. Similar trend was also observed where the printing duration 
decreased when the printing nozzle diameter and layer thickness were 
increased [25]. This is due to the larger nozzle diameter allows for 
greater amount of material to be deposited per unit time, while higher 
layer thickness reduce the number of layers per unit length and 
reduced the total printing time [26-27]. Furthermore, the printing time 
was also found to be decreased when higher printing velocity was used 
as the  nozzle traverses the printing area speed up [12]. 
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3.2 PCR-TOPSIS Analysis 
 
The SNR was computed for each experiment as a quality indicator for 
the printing parameter. The SNR analysis for the tensile strength 
response was conducted such that higher strength was always 
desirable. In contrary, the SNR analysis for the printing time response 
was based on shorter time was always preferable. Based on the SNR, 
the PCR-SNR values were calculated for each experiment as shown in 
Table 5. Based on results, the PCR-SNR values were within the 
specification tolerance of ±3 standard deviation which indicates the 
satisfying quality of the printed specimens [28]. The optimum tensile 
strength and processing time were obtained in Experiment 1 due to the 
highest value of PCR-SNR. 
 

Table 5: Result of SNR and PCR-SNR 
Experiment No. SNR PCR-SNR 

Tensile strength Printing time Tensile strength Printing time 
1 36.36  -36.32  0.28  -0.37  
2 35.18  -32.16  0.25  -0.29  
3 35.23  -29.96  0.26  -0.24  
4 35.01  -32.29  0.25  -0.29  
5 34.11  -28.78  0.23  -0.22  
6 36.32  -30.89  0.28  -0.26  
7 35.02  -29.45  0.25  -0.23  
8 35.65  -30.10  0.26  -0.24  
9 36.16  -27.40  0.27  -0.19  

 
Further evaluation of printing parameter was performed using PCR-
TOPSIS as shown in Table 6.  From the results, Experiment 7 was nearly 
to the ideal combination with minimum 

+id  value of 0.01 while 
Experiment 1 was the least ideal solution as the 

−id value was 0.38. The 
PCR-TOPSIS values were then used as a reference to determine the 
optimal condition of parameter setting. 
 

Table 6: Result of PCR-TOPSIS 
Experiment No. 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖+ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖− PCR-TOPSIS 

1 0.16  0.38  0.70  
2 0.07  0.29  0.80  
3 0.02  0.24  0.91  
4 0.07  0.29  0.80  
5 0.02  0.22  0.91  
6 0.05  0.26  0.84  
7 0.01  0.23  0.94  
8 0.03  0.24  0.90  
9 0.03  0.19  0.85  

 
Subsequently, the mean value of PCR-TOPSIS for each parameter level 
was calculated and the main effect was plotted as shown in Table 7 and 
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Figure 4 respectively. The optimum condition was achieved at the 
combination of parameter levels with the highest average value. It was 
observed that the nozzle diameter, layer thickness, and printing 
velocity at Level 3 show the highest mean value compared to other 
levels. Similar finding was also reported in previous optimization 
study using statistical method where the optimized tensile strength 
and printing time were obtained when higher nozzle diameter and 
printing velocity were applied in the printing process [29]. However, 
the optimum layer thickness was at the intermediate value which was 
similar to the trend found in previous studies [30-31].  
 

Table 7: Optimum condition 
 Nozzle diameter Layer thickness Printing velocity 

Level 1 0.804  0.814  0.814  
Level 2 0.851  0.870  0.817  
Level 3 0.896  0.867  0.920  

Difference  0.092  0.054  0.107  
Ranking 2 3 1 

Optimum level 3 2 3 

 

 
Figure 4: Main effect plot of PCR-TOPSIS 

 
Based on these results, the optimum tensile strength and processing 
time of FDM printed component for PA material were obtained using 
1.0mm nozzle diameter, 0.39mm layer thickness and 50mm/s printing 
velocity. The layer thickness was the least significant to a combination 
of optimized tensile strength and printing time with the PCR-TOPSIS 
value of 0.0537 while printing velocity was the most significant with 
0.1065. 
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4.0 CONCLUSION  
 

This study has successfully presented a systematic approach to determine the 
optimal 3D printing parameters by considering tensile strength and printing 
time using the combination of Taguchi and PCR-TOPSIS methods. The 
optimal nozzle diameter, layer thickness and printing velocity for FDM 3D 
printing of PA material was achieved to obtain the optimized tensile strength 
and printing time. Further study should be conducted with higher nozzle 
diameter and printing velocity. This could give an insight in producing high 
volume functional part and minimize the production cycle time.  
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